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Abstract: The basic aim of the paper is to propose the solution of the concyclically six-legged
walking carriage intended for the military purposes to walking in the highly broken
topography. On the locomotion level are solved – with help of the intelligent control methods
– both movement of the legs of the carriage and evaluation of the sensorial information from
the sensorial subsystem of the robot. For fulfilling of these requirements are used methods of
the machine learning without priory information about the conflict environment.
1 The movement of the walking carriage
The movement of the six legs walking carriage in the highly broken topography is the result
of the coordinated movement of the carriage effectors. Possible trajectory of the sole in both
phases of the step in a dangerous terrain shows Fig.1. In both phases is the leg constrained by
the kinematical, dynamical and construction characteristics.
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Fig.1. Phases of the step in a dangerous terrain.
Steps sequence of the walking carriage ensures desired movement of the body in with regard
to the terrain. Because in such type of terrain is not possible to use cyclical walking method, it
is necessary to use concyclically walking method. The typical of concyclically walking are
autonomous movements of the legs or legs groups and their independent timing. This is the
reason why the walking control of this method uses a cognitive approach.
The main condition for walking is to ensure the legs coordination. This task has to be solved
on the locomotion subsystem level. On this level will be decided when and where can which
leg tread or get up. It is possible to say, that it is the task of the walking organization and
coordination.

Desired outputs of this task are control valuables necessary for realization of the steps of all
legs and valuables, which ensure both temporal and spatial determination of the elevation and
thread all legs of the walking carriage.
1.1

Stability of the six legged walking carriage

The basic demand for walking is stability of the carriage. To ensure it, is necessary to
determine the states of the statically stability of robot’s body.
The system is stable if all actuating forces are balanced. This thought means, that the external
forces are holding the carriage quiet and thus we can take it as a solid. Then the condition of
the powers and moments balance given by pair of condition:
G + ∑ Ni = 0
i∈K

M = ∑ (ri × N i ) = 0
i∈K

where G is the force of gravity, Ni are points of applications and ri are projections of the
points of steps into the image plane.
It means, that to ensure the statically stability, it has to exist such reaction forces in steps of
the legs, that their sum will compensate the force of gravity G. Because of the steps of the
legs are generally not in the force of gravity G, it is necessary to ensure the there are
minimum three legs in foothold. So we can say, that the carriage is stable, if the point G lies
inside the foot-holding polygon, created by legs in step.
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Fig. 2. Walking possibilities with the statically stability of the carriage.
If we want to preserve the stability of the carriage also during the robot is walking, it is
necessary to determine states of the statically stability of the body. These statically stable
states are preserved in all movement possibilities of one leg and also in some cases of the

combination mutual movement of two or three legs of the walking carriage. Total number of
such possible mutual combination is 15 and all these combination are shown on the fig 2.
In the less complex terrain is possible to use dynamical stability of the walking robot and to
apply uncertainty in the description of the footholds reactions of the steps. But this case is
much more demanding the computational complexity and appropriate computation aids.
1.2 Legs working areas
The size of the step depends on the carriage height and the direction of the movement. On the
Fig. 3 is in the leg’s plane created area of the legs radius, which is constrained by four circles
k1 ≡[S;rmax];

k2 ≡[K|σmax ; a];

k3 ≡[S;rmin];

k4 ≡[K|σmin ; a];

where the shaded area is represents the radius of the leg in the plane (d).
For the given height zs is the maximal step length determined by
dkmax = dmax – dmin
The value hkmax is the maximal height of the step and at once the maximal height of the
strideable obstacle. Generally holds
hkmax = zs – b.cosσmax – a.
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Fig. 3. The area of the legs radius in the x-plane.
The range area of the leg radius is the sector of the rotary element, along the z-axis, in the
interval ±ϕmax . The cut of this area by the z =-zs plane gives the range area, Fig. 4.
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Obr.4. Permitted area of the leg’s footing phase in the plane z = -zs.
In the practical implementation of the step is used only the permitted footing area, see Fig 4.
The value dksmax represents maximal lateral step length. The complex shape of the permitted
footing area will be in the theoretical analysis and in the used models of the walking carriage
approximated by the simpler element.
In the concyclically walking has to be ensured, that the legs in the footing phase don’t leave
the permitted footing area. the trajectory of the footing has to be on the whole path within the
permitted footing area. The movement of every leg is partially autonomous and it is possible
to solve states of the position restriction by evaluation of every leg by the value ni , which is
the requirement on the leg movement. The maximal frontal placement of the leg in the
permitted footing area responds to the 0 requirement of the movement end the value 1 in the
maximal backward placement, responds to the priority requirement of the leg movement. If
the placement states of all legs are evaluated, the vector r of the requirements on the leg
movement could be created. This way can be descript the state of the kinematical placement
constraint for every legs of the walking carriage.
1.3 Specification of the step length and footing of the leg
This task has to find the acceptable point in the working area of the leg so, that the foothold
leg don’t leave the working area and ensure sufficient stability rate of the carriage, (Fischer,
Kacer, Kauler 2004).
To simplify the computational operations could the terrain be described by binary map
(model) of the terrain passability, see Fig .5. If the passable areas are identified, can be
defined also the maximal step lengths of every legs. In the theoretical computation will be the
vector p inputting in the algorithm and neural network will represent only information about
the size of the maximal possible step ki of the legs, what is in the computation of the
concyclically walking sufficient.
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Fig. 5. An example of the determination of the maximal step length.
The next condition, which should be considered, during the robot movement over the binary
terrain model, is the using of the approximation of the real terrain on the binary map. Regards
to absence of the spatial model is purposely decreased the sophistry of the system. The reason
is to decrease the computational intensiveness. So it is necessary with such simplified model
of the terrain to use the footing sensors, which are also unavoidable for the movement of the
robots in the conflict area.
2 CONTROL SYSTEM OF THE LOCOMOTION
For this system was created composite system structure, see Fig 6. Such structure enables to
apply the control law of the locomotion with help of the parallel co-operating control and
learning. An important task is the organization of the co-operation between subsystems, their
mutual learning and the choice of the best intervention. We can come out from the hypothesis
that with the appropriate organization of the co-operation of all subsystems, can be ensured
the higher quality, speed and effectiveness of the control than by control of more individual
parts. This counts at complex system, its parts are using methods of the artificial intelligence,
(Řeřucha 1997).
Activity organizer serves for selection of the action variable and is after diverse targets of its
own subsystems. It selects the best option of the action variable and applies it on the output of
the control system. In the learning phase is the main task of the activity organizer the choice
of the control variable following the principle of the learning and quality of the parts. The
system as a unit is then able to effective react also with few frequented or still not tested
situation, see Fig. 7.
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Fig. 6. Hierarchical solution of the general movement problem.
In case of the learning system, which will adapt on the specific conditions of concrete terrain,
there was designed hierarchical structure of the knowledge storage and updating. This
structure is used to direct control of the walk in an unknown terrain.
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Fig. 7. The solution of the activity organizer of the locomotion subsystem.

If the locomotion in the unknown environment is needed, the system will use so called
temporary stored knowledge seeker. The way of adaptation of the walking carriage and the
choice of the corresponding reaction on the concrete terrain is on the Fig. 8. The neural is
adapted only on these cases of the walking, which have high frequency of occurrence in the
actual terrain type and also on such cases of walking, which are present in all types of terrain.
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Fig. 8. Hierarchically stored knowledge in locomotion subsystem.
2.1 Solving algorithm for concyclically walking
In the case of usage of the exact learning algorithm, which works with the mutual
combination of the moved legs, which is computationally, i.e. time-consuming, will be
utilized of all possibilities with the ensured statically stability. The inputs in the algorithm are
vectors p a r. Vector p is the vector featuring the passability of the terrain. If the terrain is
binary described as passable or impassable, vector p will contain additional information about
a distance of the obstacle from leg. Vector r contains information about the placement of the
legs considering the carriage of the robot. Output vector t contains information about the most
sufficient combination of the moved legs as binary values. Optionally could be this
information enlarged with the step size value of the moved legs. The loop of the exact
computation algorithm of the generally solving, see Fig. 7, could be in unknown terrain
determined not only for its own locomotion, but also for the neural network, which is
adapting on the new conditions.
The exact algorithm is based on the idea of the finding the best combination of the legs in the
transport phase. This enables the maximal possible forward advance of the carriage. This
method ensures the optimality of the control, because to walking in a dangerous terrain will

be used the minimal number of steps. Its own determination of the maximal advance of the
carriage is based on the kinematical constrains of the legs movement and the statically
stability of the robot’s carriage.
Because of for locomotion in a dangerous environment will be assumed only statically
stability during the walking, the choice will be made from the limited set of combination of
the mutual movement of the legs. The evaluation of this set, see Fig. 2, containing only fifteen
cases of the locomotion, is not extreme computation demanding and it is possible to use the
direct method of the maximal advance determination. By using of this simple method of the
choice we can avoid other much more complex methods, e.g. with help genetically algorithm.
The legs then realize founded maximal advance of the carriage in the footing phase.
Generally enables the algorithm to analyze the optimum movement both for statically stability
and for dynamical stable cases of the locomotion, when will be for searching used the
genetically algorithm, and the maximal movement will be represented by fitness values of the
founded combination of the legs movement.
If also after using the exact algorithm will be not achieved the suitable result, the terrain is no
passable for the six-legged walking robot with existing construction characteristics.
3 Conclusions
The structure of the designed system is based on the evolutionary methods and on the exact
solution of the locomotion of the six-legged walking carriage is appropriate for application in
military, where are the requirements on the mobile robot extremely high. This flows from the
movement in the dangerous environment. Usage of the designed approach in the model terrain
gives satisfactory results.
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